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NGO’s play a crucial role in the wellbeing of
mankind and their relevance as promoters of
positive change in the world is undeniable.
However, starting an NGO is usually a lengthy,
time consuming process that arises many doubts
and uncertainties.
We believe the difficulties of the process to start an
NGO can be minimized by following a consistent
series of steps and seeking advice. This is where the
NGEnvironment Project steps in.
NGEnvironment seeks to promote active
citizenship and sustainability among adults in
Europe. The project partners will create a multitude
of tools to train potential and current NGO leaders.
Beneficiaries will have the opportunity to improve
their skills and basic competencies in leadership,
citizenship and NGO management whilst also
being given the opportunity to support green and
social actions.
Be one of the NGEnvironment beneficiaries!
For more information, please visit our website:
www.ngenvironment-project.eu

NGEnvironment:

 Empowers you!
 Trains you!
 Supports you!
The project provides two Training
Packages, one for NGO mentors and one for
new NGO leaders.
An online Platform and Observatory for
online training is also put at the disposal of
our beneficiaries: a repository of outputs,
best practices, role models.
Our instructive videos - showing NGOs best
practices - motivate and increase
participation of those interested.
Explore the NGEnvironment tools, get
trained and improve your skills and
competencies in leadership, citizenship
and NGO management!
Join us on Facebook and Twitter:
https://www.facebook.com/pg/ngenvironment
https://twitter.com/NGEnvironment1

The NGEnvironment partnership is composed of:
1. UNIVERSITAET PADERBORN (Germany) - coordinator
2. RIGHTCHALLENGE – ASSOCIAÇÃO (Portugal)
3. SOCIETY for ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION of
KORINTHIA (Korinthia)
4. ACROSSLIMITS LTD (Malta)
5. FUTURE IN PERSPECTIVE LIMITED (Ireland)

6. ASOCIACION CULTURAL Y
MEDIOAMBIENTAL PERMACULTURA
CANTABRIA (Spain)
7. SINERGIE SOCIETA CONSORTILE A
RESPONSABILITA LIMITATA (Italy)
8. GRUPUL PENTRU INTEGRARE
EUROPEANĂ (Romania)
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